Providers covered by FAP
(Please note some services they provide may not be covered, See exhibit III of the FAP)

Jennifer Abel
Rachel Anger
Carrie Arbogast
Thomas Benz
Johanna Biola
Walter Boardwine
Garrett Butler
Aaron Casto
Catherine Chua
Philip Chua
Joseph Contarino
William Dalton
Lisa Davis
David Davis
Kayla Doerr
Nirva Dube
Richard Enchill
Christine Evankovich-Edwards
Arthur Fine
Donald Fleming
Robert Frankel
Adrianna Fulginiti
James Gainer
Michael Galloway
Valerie Gironda
Daniel Goltz
Alicia Harper
Robert Heller
Kevin Huang
Hannah Hughes
Joel Hummer
Michael Hurst
Mikaela Kiser
Melissa Kisner
Diana Lake
Jesus Lemus
Linda Little
Bita Mansour
Brenda Mason
Leslie McKinney
Lucas Pavlovich
Amanda Pennington
Misha Phillips-Lee
Sunil Pokharel
Theresa Poling
Vijay Randive
Sam Sadler
Timothy Sears
Jeffrey Sellers
Christie Shoemaker
Marshall Sklar
Michelle Streets
Kessa Thorpe
Richard Topping
Silvia Triplett
Tara Troastle
Rebecca Wilkins
Katelyn Winans
Harold Zorger

Providers not covered by FAP

Mohamed Fahim
Katherine Robbins
Susan Abbott
Terry Hummer